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Slurry Sand Content and Concrete Interaction in Drilled Shaft Construction
Gregory Gene Deese
ABSTRACT
Due to the widespread use of drilled shafts in state and federal highway bridges, 
strict regulation of the design and construction have been imposed by the respective 
agencies.  However, documented cases of anomalies and/or poorly performing shafts 
continue to arise.  To this end, this thesis investigates several aspects of drilled shaft 
construction that may affect the quality of the finished product.  These areas include
bentonite slurry properties and performance as well as reinforcement cage and concrete
flow interactions.  
Recent research indicates tremie poured concrete does not flow as predicted. 
Instead of even rising, a differential between the height of concrete inside and outside the
reinforcement cage has been observed.  Compounding this problem is the fact that
bentonite slurry used to support boreholes may settle suspended sand at the toe of the
shaft or on the surface of rising concrete during long wait periods, affording the
possibility of soil inclusions in the shaft.  This thesis examines two methods of inquiry to
quantify the behavior of concrete in a tremie pour drilled shaft and sand suspension
behavior of bentonite slurry.  Conclusions and recommendations are made to improve
pertinent construction regulations to ensure quality of drilled shafts. 
11.0  Introduction
Drilled shafts have become a common type of deep foundation in the State of
Florida, especially in geological formations not conducive to pile driving or where
enormous lateral stiffness is required.  These cylindrical concrete foundations are
excavated using an auger to a specified depth, where competent bearing stratum exists. 
The shaft size can typically range anywhere from 2 to 10 feet in diameter and can be up
to 300 feet deep.  In many cases, the tremendous axial and lateral capacity make single
shaft foundations a valuable attribute in congested urban areas.  Figure 1-1 shows a case
where a single 6 foot diameter shaft was used to support each bridge pier.  This structure
was constructed with limited right-of-way between two existing bridges.  
Figure 1-1 Single 6 Foot Diameter Shafts are Used to Support Each Bridge Pier Shown
2In general, the construction of a drilled shaft requires three basic steps: (1)  
excavate (drill) a hole, (2) place reinforcement steel, and (3) pour concrete into the hole. 
Each step, however, introduces a host of logistical issues that must be addressed in order
to produce a reliable structural element.  Aside from the requirements associated with
drilling a large diameter hole, there exist numerous problems when trying to maintain the
excavation wall stability.  Methods of maintaining this stability vary, but no one method
provides both economy and assured quality.  Reinforcing cage configuration and
placement have their own set of complexities stemming from design requirements,
lifting, and centering the cage in the excavation.  For instance, longer shafts (over 100
feet deep) often require the cage to be placed in sections which necessitates some form of
connection to be made while lifted over the excavation.  Finally, the concrete mix design
and the concreting process have yet another set of obstacles that must be overcome. 
Therein, both the fresh and cured properties of the concrete must meet pouring and
strength requirements, respectively.  Further, the concrete placement method cannot
degrade either of these properties.  
Due to the widespread use of drilled shafts in state and federal highway bridges,
strict regulation of the design and construction have been imposed by the respective
agencies.  However, documented cases of anomalies and/or poorly performing shafts
continue to arise.  Figure 1-2 shows soil inclusions in line of drilled shafts used to form a
secant pile wall.  As most shafts are never unearthed, such anomalies can go undetected. 
In this case, soil debris left at the bottom of the excavation was deposited throughout the
length of the shaft.  To this end, this thesis investigates several aspects of drilled shaft
3construction that may affect the quality of the finished product.  These areas include
bentonite slurry properties and performance as well as reinforcement cage and concrete
flow interactions.
The organization of the thesis describes two main methods of inquiry as they
relate to the anomaly formation in drilled shafts.  Chapter 2 reviews the drilled shaft
construction methods as well as applicable slurry properties.  Important factors and
characteristics pertaining to slurry material are discussed, as well as slurry mixing
methods.  Previous research pertaining to sand content in bentonite slurry mixes are also
summarized.    
Figure 1-2 Visible Shaft Anomalies Due to Poor Construction Methods
4Chapter 3 discusses the laboratory equipment and testing.  The construction of a
concrete pour simulator is discussed.  The testing matrix and revisions/refinements to the
data collection process are also elaborated.  Results and correlations are made pertaining
to sand settlement as a function of pour velocity, wait time, and slurry properties.
Chapter 4 describes the field testing program.  It visits, in detail, each observed
construction site and includes information on the installed drilled shafts.  Also discussed
are the common construction methods as related to regulatory specifications.  Finally, the
collected head differential data is discussed and analyzed with respect to concrete mix,
clear space to diameter ratio (CSD), and pour velocity. 
Chapter 5 presents a summary and conclusions.  Recommendations and final
conclusions are discussed pertaining to the effects of slurry sand content and wet
concrete head differential.  Changes to specifications are proposed to strengthen the
construction quality of drilled shafts under slurry.  A scope for future research is also
presented.
52.0  Literature Review
A thorough literature review was conducted to initiate and focus the scope of this
thesis.  The topics of this literature review include a history of drilled shafts, Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) approved drilled shaft construction methods,
slurry types, slurry properties as related to drilled shaft construction, evolution of slurry
specifications, effect of slurry on shaft capacity and other previous research related to this
thesis.  Also, the phenomenon of differential head rising is researched.  
2.1  Historical Background
The use of drilled shafts foundations can be dated to the early 20  century in the th
cities of Chicago and Detroit.  The rapid growth taking place in these cities drove the
height of buildings upward as the skyscraper era began (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  As
these buildings continued to rise, so did their loading.  This advanced to the point where
shallow foundations were no longer capable due to the poor strength of shallow strata in
these cities.  Deep foundations, such as drilled shafts, were developed to transfer the
ever-increasing loads to deeper strata or bedrock with adequate strength.  
The earliest drilled shafts were constructed by hand excavation.  The two popular
methods in the early 20  century were the Chicago method and the Gow method (O’Neillth
and Reese, 1999).  The Chicago method consisted of digging a hole equal to the depth of
the stave boards used to shore its walls.   These boards were held in place by use of
compression rings.  The Gow method utilized a similar approach, the difference being the
6use of a telescoping wall liner instead of the stave boards (Garbin, 2003).  Both of these
methods were financially competitive with driven piles for heavy loads.
Hand digging was eventually replaced by machine augering.  Mr. Hugh B.
Williams’ creation of powered augers, and eventually truck mounted powered augers, led
to larger and deeper shaft construction.  After WWII, the building boom prompted
construction of even bigger and deeper shafts.  Several contractors became specialized in
drilled shaft excavations, and more efficient tools were developed (ADSC, 2004).  The
concept of a belled, or under-reamed, drilled shaft was introduced.  Belled drilled shafts
had expanded bases designed to increase load-carrying capacity without wasting concrete
on a wholly enlarged shaft (Figure 2-1).  As designs at the time only incorporated the
contribution from end bearing, a larger tip was thought to be the solution to higher
capacity requirements.  This design is rarely used today due to complexities in the
construction and quality assurance.
           The advances of construction drilling technology greatly outpaced the theories of
engineering design and analysis.  This lack of information led to over-designed,
conservative drilled shafts that were not as cost-effective as driven piles.  However,
extensive research in the 1960s and 70s was conducted to improve design and
construction methods (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  This research led to a greater
understanding of how drilled shafts transfer load, and hence, more efficient designs to
utilize the full potential.  Therein, side shear was found to be a dominant contributor to
the overall capacity, while end bearing capacity was found to seldom fully develop.  The 
7new found cost effectiveness of these design procedures for drilled shafts greatly
increased their appeal for deep foundation elements.
2.2  Drilled Shaft Construction Methods
The FDOT currently approves several methods of drilled shaft construction.  The
construction method name refers to the type of excavation support used in the borehole. 
The methods are: dry, wet (slurry-displacement), and temporary or permanent casing. 
Each method is effective for different soil conditions, and a combination of methods may
be used when appropriate.  A description of each method and appropriate use conditions
follow.  
2.2.1  Dry Construction Method
The dry method is suitable for drilling in stable soil located above the
groundwater table (GWT).  Examples of stable materials include homogenous, stiff clay,
or sands containing some cohesive material.  It may also be utilized in soils located
below the GWT provided the soils have low permeability and concreting operations can
be completed quickly.  
For dry construction, a borehole is drilled to full depth without providing any
sidewall support (Figure 2-2). Under-reaming (belling) of the shaft follows drilling
completion, if desired.  A clean out bucket is used for final cleaning of accumulated
water or spoils at the bottom of the borehole before concreting commences. General dry
construction allows for concrete to be placed via a tremie pipe or free fall.  
The FDOT regulates several parameters of dry method construction, and
conditions under which it is acceptable.  Stipulated is a limited amount of seepage water,
8less than 12 inches may accumulate in borehole over a 4 hour time period, after drilling is
completed and the borehole maintain stability without adverse caving or sloughing
(FDOT, 2000).  Rarely is the dry method applicable in Florida, however, when it is used,
a contingency plan should be ready if subsurface conditions change.      
2.2.2  Wet (Slurry Displacement) Construction Method
The wet construction method, the focus of this thesis, is appropriate for sites
where the GWT or soil conditions do not allow for a stable, dry excavation to be
completed.  The basis for stability in this method lies in maintaining a high fluid pressure
inside the borehole relative to subsurface piezometric conditions.  To accomplish this, a
drilling slurry is used to fill the borehole to a level higher than the local GWT, typically a
differential of 6 to 8 feet (ADSC, 2004).  This promotes an outward hydrostatic pressure
which substantially discourages caving.  
Several different drilling slurries are available and are appropriate for varying site
conditions.  The general categories are natural, mineral, or polymer.  Characteristics and
uses of each category will be elaborated in Section 2.3.      
Two processes can be utilized for slurry control or maintenance: (1) static, or (2)
reverse circulation.  In the static process (Figure 2-3), most common in the U.S., drilling
commences using the dry method until the GWT is encountered, at which point properly
mixed slurry is introduced into the borehole.   This slurry is maintained at a higher level
than the piezometric surface at all times during the remainder of the drilling.  The
minimum recommended level of differential is 4 feet (FDOT, 2000).  The reverse
circulation process is an alternate choice.  This method consists of circulating slurry and
9cuttings upward through the hollow stem of the auger tool by means of a pump.  The
slurry is circulated through a series of screens which remove spoils from the mixture and
reintroduces clean, conditioned slurry back into the borehole (Figure 2-4).      
Concrete placement is via tremie pipe (Figure 2-5)  in this method and will be
discussed in Section 2.6.  It is necessary to charge the tremie by sealing the bottom and
filling the pipe with concrete while it is resting at the floor of the hole.  A crane then lifts
the tremie slightly, which breaks the seal and surges the concrete out of the tremie.  This
helps the concrete “get under” the slurry and begin to displace it out of the borehole
(O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  The tremie pipe is required to stay 5 feet below the top
surface of rising concrete throughout the pour.  
 2.2.3  Casing Construction Method
The casing method is intended for use on sites where excessive caving may not be
resisted by drilling slurry alone.  It is also useful for soil/rock formations that maintain
stability until drilled, or to seal off the borehole from the GWT.  The casing consists of a
temporary borehole liner which is typically made from steel pipe.  The cased method can
be used in conjunction with both wet and dry construction techniques.  
In casing construction, the shaft is drilled through unstable strata using the wet
method until an impervious layer is reached.  In an effort to seal in the nearly impervious
layer, a casing is inserted into that formation.  Dry method drilling is then utilized until
desired depth is reached.  An alternate method is to use a vibro-hammer to insert a full
length casing, and drill to depth after insertion is complete (Figure 2-6 and 2-7). 
Concrete placement is by tremie, similar to the wet method.  After concreting is
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completed, the temporary casing is removed.  Care must be taken to ensure the level of
concrete is high enough to displace trapped slurry or water outside the casing upwards,
instead of mixing with fresh concrete.  Also, some research (Mullins et al., 2004)
indicates that slump loss of wet concrete in cased construction may have an adverse
effect on skin friction capacity.   
2.3  Drilling Slurry
Drilling slurries (fluids) have been extensively developed and used by the
petroleum drilling industry.  Before the 1960s, it was common practice for the foundation
contractor to utilize on-site clay materials for use as drilled shaft slurry.  Due to the
difficulty of controlling the properties of these make-shift slurries, they were widely
replaced by bentonite-based fluids that were easier to control and exhibited better sand
suspension properties.  
There are several types of slurries in use for drilled shaft excavation today.  The
three most common types are: natural, mineral and polymer.  A description of each type
follows:
2.3.1  Natural Slurries
Natural slurries essentially consist of fresh or salt water either placed in the shaft
or naturally occurring as groundwater (Figure 2-8).  Water itself is sometimes an
excellent drilling fluid.  Its uses include support of formations that are permeable but do
not slough when groundwater pressures are balanced and the sidewalls are not eroded
(O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  It is critical when using a natural slurry to maintain a head
differential above the piezometric surface to ensure no inflow will compromise stability. 
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This is especially important since the specific gravity of natural slurry (i.e. water) inside
and outside the borehole are equivalent, unlike bentonite slurry which is slightly denser.  
2.3.2  Mineral Slurries      
The most common material used for making slurry, bentonite, was patented as a
gelling and suspending agent for soil cuttings in 1929 (1999).  Attapulgite and sepiolite,
also minerals classified under the same category, behave quite differently relative to
bentonite.  As a result, they are used for differing drilling environments as discussed
below.    
Bentonite.  This name refers to a specific mineral deposit found in the state of Wyoming. 
Bentonite is a clay powder (Figure 2-9) which consists of sodium montmorillonite and
exhibits the ability to swell by absorbing large quantities of water (Fleming, 1977). 
When mixed with water, these clay materials form a colloidal suspension (O’Neill and
Reese, 1999).  The bentonite powder disperses into microscopic plate-like particles
which repel each other when bound by water (similar to touching the same poles of two
magnets), allowing the bentonite to counteract settling and remain in suspension almost
indefinitely.  The process required for this, hydration, usually takes a period of several
hours to complete.  Afterwards, the slurry is ready for final mixing and introduction into
the borehole.  
In the borehole, the use of bentonite slurry is for stability.  Borehole (sidewall)
stability is a result of a net outflow of slurry  to the surrounding soil formations
maintained by keeping slurry head higher than the GWT.  The outflow action of
bentonite has been termed filtration (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  Filtration is the action of
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bentonite mineral plates depositing on the walls of the borehole (Figure 2-10 and 2-11). 
This deposit that continues to build up is called a filter cake.  Once a substantial filter
cake forms, filtration ceases and stability is afforded by lateral pressure.  This effective
stress is the difference between the higher fluid pressure inside the borehole and the pore
pressures in the surrounding soil.  This action, however, is contingent on the ability of the
filter cake to seal voids.  For soil with no large voids, bentonite will seal quickly.  For
coarser soil grains (i.e. gravel) which may have larger voids, sealing action is dependent
on differential hydrostatic pressure, the grain-size distribution of the gravel, and the
slurry shear strength (Nash, 1974). 
Another useful characteristic of bentonite is its ability to suspend cuttings in
solution for circulation drilling.  This stems from its thixotropic, or gelling, properties. 
The plate-like bentonite particles are negatively charged on the surface, and positively
charged on the edges.  Through three dimensional bonding, the gel is formed by the
attraction of the negative surface to the positive edge (Figure 2-12).  These bonds are
weak, however, and can be broken by agitating the slurry (Reese, 1985).  Laboratory
testing by Fleming and Sliwinski (1977) and Reese (1985), indicated a critical bentonite
concentration with regard to sediment suspension.  Above 4% (bentonite weight divided
by water weight), sediment was held in suspension for several hours in unagitated slurry. 
However, below 4%, sand settled out of stagnant slurry much more rapidly. 
Another desirable property of bentonite slurry is its ability to serve as a lubricant
for the drilling process.  It helps reduce wear on drilling equipment and reduces soil
resistance when used in conjunction with casing (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).     
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Attapulgite and Sepiolite.  These are the other primary forms of mineral slurries.  Unlike
bentonite, these minerals are not hydrated by water, therefore, they have the advantage of
being used immediately after initial mixing.  They are also useful in saline environments,
where bentonite tends to flocculate.  
However, these types of slurries do not stay in suspension with the longevity of
bentonite.  Hence, they do not suspend soil particles as effectively as bentonite either.  To
ensure effectiveness, frequent mixing must be employed. With regard to filtration,
instead of forming a filter cake, these materials create a soft clay layer on the walls of the
borehole which appears to be not only an effective filter, but also is scoured off with ease
by rising concrete (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  As this layer of particles has a relatively
low shear strength, it is not desirable for this layer to remain during concreting.        
2.3.3  Polymer Slurries
Polymer-based slurries (Figure 2-13) are rapidly becoming a viable alternative to
traditional mineral slurries.  However, they are currently accepted in only 12 of the 21
states with drilled shaft specifications (Mullins et al., 2004).  Polymers can be divided
into two general types: natural (semi-synthetic) and synthetic. 
Natural.  Natural polymer slurries consist of starches, guar/xanthan gum, welan gums,
and cellulose.  These materials are capable of maintaining short term stability in highly
acidic environments (e.g. organic soils), a property not shared by other drilling slurries. 
Natural polymers may also be blended with bentonite to limit filtration rate.  These
natural polymers are also biodegradable when used alone, dismissing the disposal issues
associated with bentonite (O’Neill and Reese, 1999). 
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 Synthetic.  The synthetic variety of polymer slurry consists of long, chain-like
hydrocarbon molecules mixed with potable water.  Like bentonite, polymer slurries rely
on electrical repulsion to maintain suspension in the mixture.  Polymer slurries will
penetrate into permeable formations when slurry head in the borehole exceeds the GWT
(O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  Since the polymer strands are more hair-like, as opposed to
plate like, they do not build up a filter cake and filtration must be continuous to ensure
the stability of the borehole.  This continuous filtration action requires that special care
be taken to ensure the slurry head is kept above the GWT at all times.  For polymer
slurries, this is especially critical, since the unit weights of these slurries are essentially
equal to water and caving will occur if the slurry head falls below the piezometric surface
even for a short time.  Practitioners typically use 2-3 feet more differential when using
polymer slurry instead of mineral.   
Agglomeration is another behavior associated with polymer slurries.  The
polymer strands can attach themselves to clay and silt cuttings in the borehole.  As a
result, agglomerated masses either tend to settle out or float in the slurry. These slurries
also do not suspend sediment for any appreciable time (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  This
allows for polymer slurry reuse with minimal cleaning but also necessitates a clean out of
the bottom of the borehole to collect settled sediment.     
2.3.4  Properties and Measurements   
Drilling slurry must fall within certain parameters to be an effective stabilizer
and/or suspending agent.  Several important properties and how they are measured will
be elaborated here.  This discussion will be focused on bentonite-based drilling slurries.   
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Slurry Density.   The density (unit weight) of slurry is a function of the amount of
bentonite and sediment contamination in the mix.  Typically proportioned slurry has a
specific gravity of approximately 1.03 to 1.05 after initial mixing (O’Neill and Reese,
1999).  This relatively high density can help prevent sloughing of the soil, but can also
add difficulty in circulation.  If the density becomes too high (e.g. too much sediment
contamination), there may be difficulty displacing the slurry with concrete, affording the
possibility of slurry inclusions (Reese et al., 1985).  A slurry density too low, however, is
indicative of a low bentonite concentration and may not exhibit desirable sediment
suspension characteristics for circulation drilling.    
Slurry density is measured with a mud balance (Figure 2-14).  A mud balance is a
calibrated lever-arm scale to weigh a known volume of slurry.  This device allows easy
and accurate measurements to be taken.  However, caution should be exercised to obtain
a representative sample, as mud density will generally increase deeper in the slurry
column due to sand settlement and the floor of the borehole will generally yield the worst
case density. 
Viscosity.  This parameter is determined by the concentration of bentonite and
thoroughness of the slurry mixing.  Viscosity measures the thixotropic properties of the
slurry, similar to shear strength.  As viscosity increases, so does the ability to maintain
detritus in suspension (Reese et al., 1985).  However, if viscosity is too high, the slurry
will be difficult to pump due to poor flow characteristics.  Low viscosities have the
advantage of being pumped easily, but the slurry may not contain an adequate amount of
bentonite for desirable sediment suspension characteristics.  
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The most common device used to measure viscosity is the Marsh cone funnel
(Figure 2-15).  Although the most indirect measurement, it is the easiest and quickest to
obtain. This makes it popular during construction.  To use, one places a finger at the
small orifice at the end of the cone, and fills up the cone to a specified mark, taking care
to pour the slurry through the screen to prevent pebbles or other obstructing solids from
entering the bottom orifice.  The slurry is allowed to flow out of the cone and into a
graduated cup, and the time taken for the slurry to fill one quart is recorded.  This time is
called the Marsh cone viscosity, which is commonly used in specifications (e.g. FDOT,
2004).
Sand Content.  This measurement determines the amount of contamination that has
entered the mix.  If the sand content is very high, the corresponding density and viscosity
may increase and lead to false conclusions that adequate slurry is being circulated.  Also,
a high sand content reading is undesirable because the slurry may not be able to suspend
the entire amount of sand (O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  Sand settling at the base of the
shaft or on the reinforcement cage may cause inclusions when the concrete is poured. 
A standard American Petroleum Institute (API) sand content test is used in slurry
construction (Figure 2-16).  A small sample of representative slurry is poured into a
burette.  It is diluted with water and after it is agitated, poured onto a No. 200 sieve.  The
contents on the sieve are washed to ensure all fines (material smaller than No. 200) have
been passed through, and the remainder is backwashed into the burette via a funnel.  The
sand will eventually settle to the bottom and the percentage of sand can be read on the
burette.  
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pH.  The pH is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of the slurry.  Different minerals and
soils can influence the pH of bentonitic slurry.  The pH of effective slurry is slightly
alkaline (8 to 11), and measures should be taken to keep it within this range.  Slurry that
becomes acidic (a common by-product of drilling through organic layers) will fail to
perform its necessary functions and become thin and watery.  Testing pH can be done
with pH paper or a calibrated meter.   
2.4  Specification Evolution
Several authors have proposed ideal slurry properties for borehole stability in
drilled shaft construction.  These recommendations were first derived from oil well
drilling research, followed by independent studies.  It is impossible to create a perfect set
of slurry specifications to be used for all jobs, so several stipulations must be considered
before selecting governing slurry properties.  A balanced approach and an understanding
of the interactions between the subsurface formations and slurry are required.  
Slurry properties have not only been tailored for specific site conditions, but also
for each stage of foundation construction.  A desirable slurry for excavating may not be
appropriate for concreting.  Table 2-1 demonstrates the array of slurry properties that are
best suited for different stages of the construction process.  A wide range for the various
parameters can be observed here.  A high density and moderate to high viscosity may be
necessary to seal wall voids in the borehole and afford stability, however, this mix can be
detrimental during concreting (e.g. difficult for concrete to displace slurry).  A low
density, low viscosity mix is most desirable to ensure free flowing concrete and easy
displacement of bentonite.  However, this mix is not well suited for stabilizing the
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borehole or suspending sand, and the bottom of the excavation may need to be cleaned
out before concreting to remove settled sediment.     
High density, high viscosity slurry suspends sand well, but may leave a thick
filter cake (effects of which will be discussed later).  Low density, low viscosity slurry
leaves a thinner filter cake but does not suspend sand well.  These are some
considerations that must be addressed when developing site-specific slurry properties. 
The first attempt at numerical slurry specifications was made by the Federation of
Piling Specialists (FPS) in 1975.  Based on diaphragm wall specifications, they created
Table 2-1  Desirable Slurry Properties (after Fleming and Sliwinski, 1977)
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parameters for density, viscosity, shear strength, and pH.  Also included in this
publication were clauses pertaining to design and construction of drilled shafts using
bentonite.  These early parameters did not address sand content. Hutchinson et al. (1975)
also recommended slurry properties from diaphragm walls.  Tables 2-2 and 2-3
summarize both sets of slurry specifications.       
  
Table 2-3  Slurry Specifications after Hutchinson et al. (1975)
Table 2-2  Slurry Specifications after FPS (1975)
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The FPS specifications above are for fresh bentonite supplied to the borehole. 
The only stipulation provided for slurry at time of concreting is that the bottom of the
borehole be clean.  More recent studies suggested that the viscosity range was too broad
(Stebbins, 1986).  However, density and pH requirements are largely similar to current
standards.  Hutchinson defines many more parameters than FPS and makes changes for
steps in the construction process.  This set of specifications are roughly similar to FPS
with the exception of allowable sand contents of 35% and over 80 pcf density for slurry
at time of concreting.  
These initial findings were followed up by research that attempted to place more
controls on the slurry properties. Holden (1983) is another early example of
specifications for slurry properties based on the particular drilling activity in the
construction process.  This research came as a direct result of the inadequacy of the
original FPS specifications on a project in Australia.    
Table 2-4 describes slurry specifications proposed by Holden.  Relatively
stringent boundaries were put on density and Marsh cone viscosity, and allowable sand
content was much lower, 2% during drilling and 10% at time of concreting, compared to
earlier specifications.  Additional measurements, such as minimum bentonite
concentration, additional shear strength tests, and filter cake thickness were added.  A
minimum value for differential head of slurry relative to GWT was also specified. 
Holden suggested, even though he supplies a detailed set of parameters, that
specifications need to be modified depending on the specific site conditions, and the
equipment being used for optimal construction.  
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Even so, in 1984, the FDOT adopted the 1975 FPS values without testing their
applicability to typical Floridian site conditions (Stebbins, 1986).  In late 1985, on the I-
595 project near Ft. Lauderdale, slurry mixes were unable to meet the FDOT (FPS)
requirements.  This demonstrated the urgent need to revise the specifications to meet
typical construction conditions for Florida.  
Table 2-4  Slurry Specifications after Holden (1983) 
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In 1987, after field research from the I-595 project, the FDOT devised its own set
of slurry specifications, summarized in Table 2-5, which are more suited for the soil
types frequently encountered in Florida.  These specifications are limited to simple tests
which can be run by contractors or inspectors in the field, but indicative of the quality of
the slurry being used.  The specifications are for slurry which is supplied to the shaft as
well as slurry in the borehole before concreting.  These values remain virtually
unchanged in the current FDOT Standard Specifications.  The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) adopted a slightly modified version of these values, as well as
several state DOTs.  
       
 2.5  Wet Hole Construction and Shaft Capacity
Much research has been conducted on drilled shaft load capacity with regard to 
different variables in the wet construction process.  Since the filtration process of
bentonite slurry leaves a soft filter cake on the sides of the borehole, questions of side
shear capacity have been brought to light.  It was assumed that rising concrete during the
pour would effectively scour the sidewalls and establish bond with the soil formations to
exhibit capacity similar in magnitude to that of a shaft constructed by the dry method. 
Table 2-5  FDOT Slurry Specifications (1987)
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However, the ability to scour is dependent on the concrete shear strength relative to the
shear strength of the filter cake.  If the filter cake has a relatively greater shear strength, it
may not be completely scoured (Thasnanipan, 1998).  
The bentonite filter cake forms from the continuous outflow of slurry to the
surrounding soil to maintain stability.  This filter cake grows thicker during long wait
periods between drilling and concreting until it becomes impermeable.  Parameters
affecting this cake thickness include slurry properties, wait time, and the amount of head
differential between slurry and the piezometric surface.  The FHWA (1999) maximum
allowable thickness of filter cake is 0.1 inches.  However, early research (Nash, 1974)
indicates that up to 0.2 inches of filter cake may accumulate in 24 hours in a slurry
supported hole.  This amount of thickness may be detrimental with regard to axial
capacity of the shaft.  Presently, FDOT specifies the excavation cannot be left open with
a bentonite slurry longer than 24 hours without over-reaming the sides.  
Cernak (1976) tested three barrettes [shafts] in sandy gravels.  The first barrette
[shaft] was constructed in a dry excavation and concreted immediately.  The second and
third were constructed under bentonite slurry and had wait times (from completion of
drilling to concreting) of 8 and 97 hours, respectively.  When tested and compared to the
dry method barrette [shaft], the second and third exhibited a decrease in side shear
capacity of 43% and 56%, respectively.  These results indicate that a majority of the
reduction occurred in the initial 8 hours.  
Fleming and Sliwinski (1977) reported on 49 shafts to analyze the influence of
bentonite on capacity.  Based on load-deflection curves, they determined, for both
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cohesive and non-cohesive soils, bentonite does not adversely affect shaft capacity. 
However, they recommend a 24 hour time limit from completion of drilling to
concreting, as longer wait periods may have an effect on axial capacity.  
  O’Neill and Reese (1992) tested slurry properties on two similar drilled shafts. 
The first shaft utilized slurry with a Marsh cone viscosity of 37 seconds and a wait time
of 5 hours between drilling and concreting.  The second shaft had a 49 second Marsh
cone viscosity and 7 hours of wait time between drilling and concreting.  Load testing of
these shafts indicated only minor differences.  Hence, the authors concluded that the
difference in viscosity of slurry did not affect the load transfer of the shafts.   
Thasnanipan (1998) reported on bentonite viscosity and construction time on
shaft capacity degradation.  Eleven shafts were installed under slurry, varying viscosity
and total construction time.  Slurry head was kept at a constant level, measuring 3.3 to 5
feet from the top of temporary casing that extended to the bottom of a soft clay layer,
approximately 50 feet below surface.  The shaft lengths varied between 130 to 200 feet,
and concrete placement for this project was by tremie.  After statically load testing each
pile, it was determined that viscosity does not have any apparent trend with shaft
capacity.  However, construction time greatly affected shaft capacity.  Capacity fell
below estimated values at around construction times around 40 hours.
Brown (2002) studied capacities of drilled shafts cast under bentonite and
polymer slurries, as well as temporary cased construction.  All shafts had identical
diameter and depths, approximately 3 feet and 36 feet, respectively.  Wait times between
drilling completion and concreting ranged between 1 and 24 hours.  Each shaft used an
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identical concrete mix and a tremie pour.  Static load tests conducted on each shaft
indicated that the bentonite slurry cast shafts had reduced capacity relative to the other
construction methods.  The author suggests this is a direct result of the formed filter cake,
which he indicated was easily identifiable on the exhumed bentonite shafts.  He also
noted that the high hydraulic conductivity of the surrounding soil may have caused a
more rapid formation of a thick filter cake.  Figure 2-17 depicts the side shear transfer of
the bentonite and polymer shafts, it is apparent that unit side shear for bentonite shafts is
considerably lower than any of polymer or dry method shafts.      
2.6  Concrete Placement 
One of the crucial quality assurance aspects of drilled shafts is concrete placement
in the borehole.  Furthermore, when in conjunction with wet construction process shafts,
concreting is even more critical due to the filter cake buildup.  Two accepted ways of
placing concrete are by free fall or by tremie pipe. 
 In the first method, concrete is poured directly from truck and “dropped” into the
shaft.  It is only applicable in the dry method, as any fluid in the borehole will segregate
the concrete.  Where accepted, free falling concrete is usually limited to a short distance
due to the possibility of segregation in the wet mix.  Since segregation is more likely to
occur when falling concrete strikes an obstruction, reinforcement cages add to this danger
(O’Neill and Reese, 1999).  When placing with this method, a short chute is employed to
direct the concrete to the center of the borehole and away from excavation walls or the
reinforcement cage.     
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The second method uses a tremie pipe or pump hose that places concrete directly
at the bottom of the borehole.  A tremie pipe is made from steel tubing, usually attached
to a feed hopper at the top.  This procedure is used for wet construction process shafts, or
in dry shafts where free falling concrete may cause the borehole to collapse.  A tremie
pipe is sealed at the bottom by a plate (can be a steel or plywood disc) to ensure no
groundwater or slurry enters the tremie pipe during insertion into the borehole.  It is
placed inside the borehole such that the bottom of the tremie pipe is flush with the floor
of the excavation.  
Once in place, the tremie pipe is filled with concrete in a process known as
charging.  The seal is broken by the weight of the concrete as the tremie is lifted slightly
(approximately 1 tremie diameter) and flow is allowed to commence (O’Neill and Reese,
1999).  This weight is responsible for the initial force with which the concrete exits the
tremie, ensuring the concrete forces its way underneath the groundwater or slurry.  Once
the level of sound concrete has risen above the bottom of the tremie, Its relatively higher
density is responsible for displacement of pre-existing groundwater or slurry out of the
shaft.  This process ensures that detrimental mixing of wet concrete and groundwater or
slurry does not occur.  The pour continues, pending the head of concrete in the tremie
pipe is greater than the head in the borehole.  When sound concrete reaches the top of
excavation, the pour is complete.    
The tremie pour process is dependent on careful construction.  If the initial lift of
the tremie pipe is too high, leaching of the first amount of concrete can occur (Figure 2-
18) and have adverse effects on the finished shaft quality.  It is also imperative to
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maintain the tremie pipe some distance under the level of advancing concrete.  If the
tremie pipe is raised above the concrete, more leaching can occur due to direct contact
between flowing concrete and slurry which may result in defects.  FHWA recommends a
minimum of 5 feet penetration into the wet concrete.         
2.7  Concrete Quality
Effective concrete for slurry supported drilled shafts should exhibit several
important characteristics.  Foremost, it must be workable, if it is placed by tremie and
flow through the reinforcement cage to the cover area.  It must also contain adequate
shear strength to effectively remove the filter cake buildup on the borehole walls.  A
further desirable characteristic is a relatively long set time, as the entire shaft may take
several hours to completely pour.
The flow characteristics of tremie poured concrete have been researched and the
assumed behavior of concrete rising evenly through the borehole and scouring the filter
cake off sidewalls does not always describe the nature of the pour.  Fleming and
Sliwinski (1977) briefly describe a pour where, due to tight reinforcement spacing,
tremied concrete rose up inside the reinforcement cage and only after a critical head
differential was reached, “fell” past the cage to the cover area (Figure 2-19).  
Brown (2003) offers a general discussion of this phenomenon and a case study. 
He suggests two types of problems with regard to rebar cages with small clear spacing
due to high amounts of steel.  The first involves sediment settling out of slurry onto the
top of rising concrete.  If the concrete does in fact slough off to the side, the sediment
will as well.  This accumulation may decrease bond the between concrete and the bearing
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formation.  He suggests that even with clean slurry, concrete can be impeded enough to
create voids outside the cage and diminish side shear capacity.  
In the case study he describes, two shafts were drilled.  The first utilized standard
Alabama DOT approved concrete which consisted of #57 crushed aggregate (3/4 inch
maximum diameter) and a slump of 8 inches.  The minimum clear spacing of the
reinforcement cage was 5 inches.  He stated the concrete was observed to flow around the
tremie pipe and fall out, radially, toward the annular space of the shaft.  The concrete was
seen to fall through the cage to the cover region at a differential height of about 1.5 feet. 
The second shaft, constructed identically, except for the reduction of the 3/4 inch
aggregate to 1/2 inch.  There was much less falling out observed in this shaft.       
USF recently conducted research to examine the flow of concrete in a drilled shaft
on a lab-scale level (Garbin, 2003).  A device, the Lateral Pressure Cell (LPC), was
developed to study various parameters of concrete flow.  The LPC was of tubular shape
and constructed of Lucite.  A circular wire mesh of different clear spacings was used to
simulate a reinforcing cage inside the lab-scaled drilled shaft.  Cement mortar was used
to simulate concrete.  The primary objective of the LPC was to test the effect of concrete
slump on the lateral pressure of the finished shaft, but it was discovered in these small
tremie pours that the level of rising concrete inside of the wire mesh was higher than
outside the wire mesh.  This prompted researchers to run another series of tests to
examine this phenomena more fully.  
This series of tests included three different cage spacings.  A clear spacing to
diameter ratio (CSD) defined the relationship between mortar (concrete) aggregates and
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reinforcement cage spacings.  This ratio served to normalize the size of the rebar spacing
to the largest aggregate in the concrete mix.  
It was discovered that the mortar in the LPC never rose uniformly as it was
assumed.  Instead, it would flow up, inside the rebar cage, until a critical point was
reached, and fall through the clear spacing to the outside.  It was noted that when the
cage spacing was small (i.e. smaller CSD) the differential became higher indicating some
correlation between CSD and head differential.  Figure 2-20 depicts the relationship
found between CSD and head differential in the mortar pours as well as full scale testing
completed.    
This head differential phenomena causes a flow in the borehole that is completely
different from that anticipated.  This behavior not only brings into question the idea that
the rising concrete scours off the filter cake left by bentonite slurries, but also introduces
the possibility of inclusions in the shaft due to concrete falling onto settled material in the
borehole outside the cage during longer wait periods between ready-mix concrete trucks. 
This thesis investigates the effects of both the CSD ratio and selected slurry properties on
the construction of drilled shafts.    
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Figure 2-1  Schematic of Typical Drilled Shaft
(O’Neill and Reese, 1999)
Figure 2-2  Dry Construction Process
(O’Neill and Reese, 1999)
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Figure 2-3  Static Wet Construction Process (CALTRANS, 1997)
Figure 2-4  Slurry De-sanding Process (CALTRANS,
1997)
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Figure 2-5  Tremie Pipe and Hopper Placement to Bottom
of Borehole
Figure 2-6  Casing Construction Method (O’Neill
and Reese, 1999)
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Figure 2-7  Vibro-hammer and Casing
Figure 2-8  Natural Slurry (Groundwater) in
Borehole
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Figure 2-9  Bentonite Powder
Figure 2-10  Overall Filtration Process
(Majano et al., 1994)
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Figure 2-11  Filtration and Filter Cake Buildup (Fleming and Sliwinski, 1977)
Figure 2-12  Bentonite Bonding (Beresford et al.,
1989)
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Figure 2-13  Examples of Polymer Slurry
Figure 2-14  Mud Balance Kit
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Figure 2-15  Marsh Cone Funnel and Measure Cup
Figure 2-16  API Sand Content Test Components
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Figure 2-17  Side Shear Resistance Versus Displacement of Bentonite and
Polymer Drilled Shafts (Brown, 2002)
Figure 2-18  Leached Concrete from Excessive Tremie Pull
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Figure 2-19  Observed Concrete
Behavior During Placement
(Fleming and Sliwinski, 1977)
Figure 2-20  CSD Ratio Versus Head Differential for LPC and Full Scale Pours
(Garbin, 2003)
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3.0  Laboratory Equipment and Testing
In order to test sand fallout in a drilled shaft borehole supported by slurry, a lab-
scale apparatus was conceived and developed.  Dubbed the “concrete pour simulator,”
this device was designed to simulate rising concrete in the shaft.  The design had to allow
for variable time and velocity, as wait time and velocity of rising concrete were
hypothesized variables affecting sand fallout of a slurry.  The original design had
downfalls, so subsequent refinements and their effects will be elaborated.  
Though this part of the research was considered lab-scale, it was desired that the
device be as large as possible.  It was critical that it have the height to adequately emulate
drilled shafts, and also a diameter that would not limit the applicability of the experiment. 
3.1  Concrete Pour Simulator
This unique device was envisioned as a 20 foot tall, above ground, circular shaft
with the ability to hold slurry by means of a sealing device and the ability to raise this
sealing device at different velocities to simulate the rise of concrete in a commercially
constructed drilled shaft.  Also necessary was a tank to store the slurry while it was not in
use, a pump to fill the shaft, a drain pipe for slurry to escape to the tank from the top of
the shaft, and a mounting device with easy accessibility to the top and bottom of the
shaft.  Each component will be elaborated in this section.  Figure 3-1 shows a conceptual
sketch of the apparatus.    
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3.1.1  Shaft  
 To simulate the shaft, a 20 foot long section of 12 inch diameter PVC pipe was
used (Figure 3-2).  This pipe was secured to two 4x6 inch angles by racheting straps
since it was to be elevated off the ground in order to place the storage tank underneath
the pipe and to allow for the easy placement of the sealing device at the bottom.  The pipe
assembly was then mounted on the side of the frame of the USF/FHWA-owned 4MN
statnamic device via a steel tube section welded to the angles.  The statnamic device
frame provided the necessary height to support the device and the weight containers
provided a working platform at the top of the shaft.  The hydraulic legs of the statnamic
device also provided a convenient method of adjusting levelness of the PVC pipe.
The plumbing was installed at the top and bottom of the shaft by drilling and
tapping into the side of the pipe.  The intake plumbing (Figure 3-3) consisted of a cam-
lock adapter for easy connectivity and a valve so that the pump could be disconnected
after filling the shaft.  This plumbing was placed approximately one foot from the bottom
of the pipe so the fully inserted sealing device would not block slurry from being pumped
into the shaft. Approximately one foot from the top of the shaft, the drainage plumbing
was installed (Figure 3-4).  This consisted of segments of 2 inch PVC pipe draining
directly back into the storage tank for slurry reuse.  This allowed for approximately 18
feet of simulated concrete rise in a given experimental run.  
3.1.2  Sealing Device
The sealing device was a crucial part of the assembly.  It was necessary to
develop a plug that would be relatively easy to pull up and yet have the capability to seal
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the pipe such that no slurry could leak out even with the normal imperfections of the
inner surface of the PVC.  It would also need the robustness to withstand the weight of
slurry for up to twelve hours at a time during the extended length tests.
The plug was built from 3/4 inch plywood discs turned down to a diameter of
11.5  inches sandwiching 1/8 inch thick rubber discs of 12.5 inch diameter.  These discs
were center drilled and a 3/4 inch diameter threaded rod was used to bolt them together. 
To the top end of this rod, a shackle was adapted such that the plug could be pulled
through the pipe.  When inserted, the rubber would engage the inner walls of the PVC
pipe, creating a seal by which no slurry could leak.
After some preliminary testing, it was found that three rubber discs created an
adequate seal and did not provide excessive drag which would increase the difficulty of
pulling the plug upward.  Between each rubber disc, three wood discs were placed to add
strength and ensure the levelness of the plug as it was being pulled (Figure 3-5).
A consistent way of collecting settled sand was also required.  Therefore, a plastic
lip was attached to the top of the plug, which allowed for the fallout to be caught and
removed easily.  It also ensured that no settled sand would escape through the drainage
tube at the end of the pull.  This modification arose from leakage that was noted from a
damaged seal.  This caused slurry to pass through, simultaneously removing sedimented
material.        
3.1.3  Pulling Device 
This component was responsible for raising the plug through the shaft at varying
rates of speed and also providing the reaction for the weight of the slurry.  The first
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generation device was constructed from 2x2 inch tubular steel sections and included a
pulley to center the cable and a hand winch to control the velocity (Figure 3-6).  This
device was mounted to a cross-member of the statnamic device via steel plates and
threaded rod.  It was quickly discovered that the frame could not sustain the winch load
without causing yielding.  
After determining the load to cause yielding of the frame, a more robust second
generation device was constructed from a W4x13 section (Figure 3-7).  It mounted in the
same manner to the statnamic device, and was constructed with additional gusset plates
to ensure stability.  Like its predecessor, this device incorporated a pulley to center the
3/16 inch steel cable over the column while the plug was winched to the top at a
controlled velocity.  The winch was calibrated by turns per second to control velocities
similar to those found in drilled shaft construction conditions (approximately 1 to 4 fpm). 
This calibration was found to be easy to maintain with the assistance of a stopwatch.  The
winch also incorporated a locking mechanism to hold the plug during the wait time
before pulling.      
3.1.4  Storage/Mixing System
When not in use, the slurry was stored directly below the pipe in a black 200
gallon plastic tank (Figure 3-8).  This tank was covered for protection from
environmental elements (i.e. rain).  Before introduction into the shaft, the slurry in the
tank was mixed and various tests were run to ensure proper slurry properties.  A powerful
mixing device was required to re-suspend sand that had settled during storage.
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The first mixing device was a small gasoline engine powered centrifugal pump
that was also used to introduce slurry into the shaft (Figure 3-9).  It provided adequate
pressure to mix the mineral slurry but the veins were easily clogged when large sized
sand particles were introduced into the slurry.  Therefore, this pump required frequent
cleaning and, due to clogging, tended not to pass all the sand through to the shaft.  Pump
performance worsened with higher sand contents and became unusable.  In this light, it
was decided to upgrade the mixing device to a pump that was designed for slurry use. 
The second mixing device used was a helical-type pump from a FDOT drill rig (Figure 3-
10).  It proved much less vulnerable to larger sized particles and high sand contents but
did not provide adequate tank agitation to mix the slurry uniformly at higher sand
contents.  Hence, it was also very ineffective at re-suspending the settled sand back into
the slurry mixture.  It was, however, well suited to pump slurry into the shaft once sand
was in suspension.     
An innovative mixing device was conceived after the frustrations of failure of the
first two pumps at higher sand contents.  This device was designed only to mix, as the
drill rig pump was sufficient to pump slurry to the concrete pour simulator.  This device
consisted of a ½ horsepower electric motor driving a shaft connected to a five blade fan
placed deep into the slurry tank (Figure 3-11).  The fan blades were effective in agitating
the slurry and it was visually apparent that this system was much more efficient in
suspending the settled sand due to the violent mixing action (Figure 3-12).  This system
proved to be an excellent mixing system and allowed for the most consistent slurry
properties to be obtained. 
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3.1.5  Hootonanny
Instead of drill auger mixing or a slurry gun, an innovative device called a
Hootonanny was used to introduce powdered bentonite into the slurry.  This device uses
high velocity water to create suction that draws dry bentonite through a tube and into the
top of the device.  In this case, the suction is created by water or re-circulated slurry, at
an inlet  pressure of approximately 20 psi.  The pressure causes a violent mixing of
bentonite particles with the water.  The pick-up tube introduces the powdered bentonite
into the center of the fluid flow through a Teflon® insert that eliminates sticking of
partially hydrated bentonite to the walls of the device.  After extended use, there was no
evidence of agglomeration of dry bentonite in the slurry tank.   
The advantage of this device is that it allows for quick and easy mixing of
bentonite much more cleanly than with traditional methods.  Under higher pressures,
suction is strong, allowing for larger amounts of bentonite to be mixed quickly.  The only
disadvantage associated with the device is an infrequent clogging in the tube, which is
usually associated with a blockage that can be caused by trying to pick up too much
bentonite at once.  The device is very easy to clean up by rinsing with potable water, and
can be stored in a small space when not in use.  
3.2  Testing Matrix
The apparent variables that influence sand settlement were taken into account
when the concrete pour simulator was built.  The testing matrix was tailored to simulate
the wide variety of conditions that can be encountered in drilled shaft construction.  
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Its aim was to identify how changing each of the following conditions would affect sand
suspension. 
3.2.1  Velocity
Upward velocity of rising concrete was a concern for both the field and lab
aspects of this thesis.  Since a head differential was observed, it was desired to discover if
sand accumulation was a function of upward concrete velocity and evaluate the inclusion
potential of falling concrete on accumulation caused by this upward velocity.  The
upward velocity is dictated by the flow rate of concrete into the shaft which is dependent
on the method of construction employed.  A concrete pump truck (Figure 3-13) will
provide a steady flow of concrete until the supply is exhausted (i.e. ready-mix truck is
emptied).  Concrete placed by the bucket method (Figure 3-14) tends to flow at a higher
rate due to gravity and head of concrete stored in the bucket, governed only by the
operator controlling the mouth (open area) at the bottom of the bucket.  Although the
flow rate is affected by placement method, upward velocity is also a function of the
cross-sectional area of the borehole.  Given that velocity is equal to flow rate(Q) divided
by cross-sectional area(A), rising concrete velocities for various diameter shafts based
upon collected field data, ranged between 1 and 6 fpm for the pump method, and
instantaneous velocities upwards of 40 fpm for the bucket method.    
3.2.2  Wait Time
The wait time of a slurry supported borehole is defined as the time taken between
the completion of drilling and concreting of the shaft.  It is obviously ideal to pour the
concrete directly after the drilling is complete, however, it is entirely possible for the
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concrete to arrive later for a variety of logistical reasons.  It is also common for the
contractor to perform drilling and concreting on different days.  If this is the case, it is
possible to have slurry supported boreholes left open overnight.  
The most obvious effect of wait time is the settlement of suspended sand in the
slurry mixture.  An aim of this testing was to survey a wide array of wait times to
examine the settlement behavior.  Wait times up to twelve hours were tested.   
3.2.3  Slurry Properties
It was desired to see how different slurry properties would affect the sand
accumulation phenomenon.  It was originally assumed that altering the volumetric sand
content independently of slurry viscosity and density would be adequate from a research
standpoint.  However, after initial tests and the literature review, it was found that these
three primary characteristics of slurry are quite dependent on each other.  
Since slurry dosage per manufacturer is given as a ratio of bentonite weight to
volume of water, a calibration was performed to see how dosage amounts would affect
the slurry properties this thesis examines.  Not only would this allow for researchers
quickly obtain desired parameters, but also to maintain consistency of results.  Table 3-1
quantifies the results of this calibration.    
Table 3-1  Slurry Dosing Calibration
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If correlation between slurry properties and sand settlement could be found, it
would be easy to establish criteria for contractors to use that dictates if the need to clean
out the borehole before concreting exists.
3.3  Sand Fallout Testing
Sand contents tested were 1%, 2%, 4% and 8%.  This range would give
researchers adequate information outside the parameters of the current FDOT
specifications.  Figure 3-15 gives a representation of the original testing matrix for 1%
sand content.   
In order to ensure the consistency of test results, a standard procedure was
established to use the concrete pour simulator.  The first step in the process was to ensure
the quality of the slurry.  Slurry was originally mixed by circulation through the pump for
the 1% and 2% sand content tests.  The later tests (4% and 8%) used the fan mixing
device.  After mixing, standard density, Marsh cone viscosity, and sand content tests
were run to verify desired slurry properties.  
The plug was inserted to the bottom of the shaft and, with the winch brake
applied, the shaft was filled with slurry shortly after final mixing.  After the shaft filled,
the pump continued to circulate slurry for approximately 5 minutes.  The wait time began
as soon as this mixing ceased.  The slurry in the shaft was isolated until the wait period
was over.  
After the wait period, the plug was pulled up by turning the winch at the
prescribed velocity (Table 3-2) and sand accumulation on the surface of the plug was
collected at the top of the column.  The accumulation often contained an amount of
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bentonite, so the collected material was washed through a No. 200 sieve and placed in an
oven overnight to dry.  The dry material was weighed and recorded as sand
accumulation. 
3.4  Fallout Testing Results      
The sand fallout testing was run in sequential order from 1% to 8% sand content
so the slurry could be recycled.  
3.4.1  1% Sand Content
The first full battery of tests were run with 1% sand content slurry with properties
approximately in the mid-range of the FDOT specifications (64 pcf and 34 second Marsh
cone).  These tests were run with the original plug design, without the plastic lip.  Figure
3-16 shows the accumulation of sand for  the array of velocities and wait times. As can
be seen, the scatter data does not suggest any logical trends.  This series of data prompted
researchers to revise the sand collection technique.  It was assumed that some
accumulated sand was exiting through the drainage pipe at the end of the pull.  A plastic
lip was devised to ensure sand fallout would be caught and none would escape. 
Unfortunately, further testing with the new plug did not display any apparent trends.
3.4.2  2% Sand Content   
The 2% sand content tests continued to use the new plug design.  The first series
of tests at 2% were also run at various velocities.  The first series of testing used slurry
Table 3-2  Prescribed Velocities for Hand Winch
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with similar properties as the 1% sand content tests.  Once again, the results of these tests
were unreliable.  
The bentonite content of the slurry was raised, which subsequently led to the
increase of density and viscosity to the upper end of the FDOT specifications (66 pcf and
40 second Marsh cone).  This caused quite a difference in the sand accumulation. 
Various 2% tests are documented in Figure 3-17.  As can be seen, the higher viscosity,
approximately 40 second Marsh cone, creates a slurry mix where much less fallout was
obtained as opposed to the tests run with 34 second Marsh cone viscosities.  This
prompted researchers to continue with high viscosity slurry, as the results were much
more consistent.  
It was at this point that the slurry mixing device was constructed to ensure
thorough mixing of the stored slurry prior to use for a test.  Also, since no trends with
respect to velocity were apparent, the testing matrix was reduced to consider wait time
and sand content while using a constant rising velocity of two feet per minute.  The
remainder of the testing was conducted in this manner.  Figure 3-18 shows the
accumulation results of the new testing.  The data with thoroughly mixed slurry indicated
accumulation increased with wait time.  
3.4.3  4% Sand Content 
The accumulation testing was continued on slurry with similar properties at 4%
sand content.  The density of this slurry was slightly increased (to 66.5 pcf) due to the
extra weight of the sand.  A similar pattern of accumulation with respect to wait time was
expected.  However, Figure 3-19 suggests that wait time had no substantial effects on
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accumulation.  This trend can be explained by the gelling behavior of bentonite slurry
(Reese et al., 1985).  After a certain time period (1-2 hours), the slurry has been shown to
gel which then can to suspend sand indefinitely.  
3.4.4  8% Sand Content       
In an effort to examine beyond the FDOT specifications (4% maximum sand
content), the sand content was increased to 8%.  The slurry properties were maintained
with the exception of density which was again slightly increased (to 68 pcf) due to
additional weight of sand.  In an effort to catch all of the accumulated sand, a deeper lip
was constructed and mounted to the top of the plug.  This deemed useful as the amount of
sand would have overflown the original lip.  Figure 3-20 shows accumulation that is
roughly double that of the 4% sand content tests.  It is also apparent that accumulation
increased slightly with wait times, however was fairly insignificant compared to
immediate accumulation.  Figure 3-21 contains a summary of accumulation for all
experiments for each sand content.  
3.5  Sieve Analysis of Fallout Sand
For each test, a sieve analysis was conducted on the dried accumulated material to
determine the pattern that grain sizes settled out.  It was assumed that coarse grains
would fall out quickly, followed by finer grains over the period of the higher wait time
tests in keeping with Stoke’s Law (Das, 1997).  Figure 3-22 displays the results of the
sieve analyses for the 4% sand content tests compared against the original material added
to the slurry.  It is apparent that increasing wait time facilitated increased fallout of
almost all grain sizes.  For No. 16 and larger, virtually all grains settled out after 4 hours.
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For grains as small as No. 100, increasing wait time increased fallout up to about 4 hours. 
It can be seen that for materials as fine as No. 200, minimal increase occurred which
suggests fines may remain suspended indefinitely.  
Figure 3-23 depicts the weight retained of each grain size versus sieve opening
for the 4% sand content tests.  Also included is the grain size analysis of the total amount
of sand in the column.  This graph gives an indication of the fallout particles relative to
the total sand in the slurry column.  It is easy to see the coarser grained particles falling
out in a higher proportion to the finer material.  It is important to note the differences in
the settled material between tests are quite different.  This is accounted for by the settling
of more coarse grain particles than are replaced by the addition of well-graded pit sand to
the slurry.        
3.6  Effect of Sand Accumulation
The graphs of the accumulated material mentioned earlier in this chapter use
oven-dried weights to graph against wait time.  This was done to maintain consistency of
results, but this data required some regression to estimate fallout in commercially
constructed drilled shafts.  
Since sand is suspended in a slurry solution, the resulting density would be very
low.  A loose dry density of 50 pcf was assumed for sand in suspension.  This density
allowed for calculations to be made to determine the total amount of sand suspended in
the slurry during a particular experimental run, as the API sand content test reports
“percent by volume.”   Since the volume of the column (simulated shaft) is known and
the percentage of sand in the slurry can be determined as well, the weight of the total
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amount of sand in the column is the percentage of volume which is sand multiplied by
loose bulk density.  To verify this assumption, the height (volume) of accumulation in the
plug was measured after an experimental run and compared to the weight of
accumulation after oven-drying, in this way the loose bulk density was verified.        
Using the loose bulk density, Figure 3-24 shows the sand fallout as a percentage
of total sand in the slurry column.  It is apparent that as sand content of slurry increases,
the percentage of fallout does as well.  It can also be noted that for sand contents of 4%
or higher, wait time becomes a smaller factor.  This suggests that slurry mixed within
FDOT specifications can only hold a certain amount of sand, and that after the critical
point is reached sand will fallout regardless of wait time or slurry properties.          
Figures 3-25 through 3-27 depict predicted volume and height of sand fallout
drilled shafts with various diameters and depths at the FDOT maximum limit of 4% sand
content.  Sand accumulation can clearly be seen to have a greater effect on deeper shafts. 
Paired with the effects of tremie concrete desegregating immediately after the onset of
concreting, this accumulation can have a substantial effect on the formation of toe
inclusions.  However, debris accumulation at the toe can be lifted during concreting and
deposited anywhere along the shaft length (Figure 1-2).  
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Figure 3-1  Schematic Drawing of Concrete Pour Simulator
Figure 3-2  Concrete Pour Simulator
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Figure 3-3  Intake Plumbing
Figure 3-4  Drainage Plumbing
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Figure 3-5  Sealing Device (Plug)
Figure 3-6  First-generation Pulling Device
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Figure 3-7  Second-generation Pulling Device
Figure 3-8  Slurry Tank
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Figure 3-9  Gasoline-powered Slurry Pump
Figure 3-10  FDOT Drill Rig Pump
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Figure 3-11  Slurry Mixing Device
Figure 3-12  Mixing Slurry with Device
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Figure 3-13  Concrete Pump Truck with Boom Extended
Figure 3-14  Tremie Pour with Bucketed Concrete
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Figure 3-15  Test Matrix Flowchart for 1% Sand Content
Figure 3-16  Accumulation for 1% Sand Content Tests
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Figure 3-17  Accumulation for Initial 2% Sand Content Tests
Figure 3-18  Accumulation for Refined 2% Sand Content Tests
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Figure 3-20  Accumulation for 8% Sand Content Tests
Figure 3-19  Accumulation for 4% Sand Content Tests
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Figure 3-22  Sieve Analysis for 4% Sand Content Accumulation and Pit Sand
Figure 3-21  Summary of Accumulation for All Sand Contents
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Figure 3-23  Weight Retained Versus Sieve Opening for 4% Sand Content
Figure 3-24  Sand Fallout as Percentage of Total Sand in Column
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Figure 3-25  Total Volume of Sand for Various Diameter Drilled Shafts at 4%
Sand Content
Figure 3-26  Volume of Fallout for Various Diameter Drilled Shafts at 4% Sand
Content
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Figure 3-27  Depth of Fallout Versus Depth of Drilled Shaft for 4% Sand Content
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4.0  Field Shaft Testing
The discovery of a head differential in rising mortar between the inside and
outside the reinforcement cage during LPC testing (Mullins et al., 2004) series spawned
the desire to better define and understand the phenomenon.  To this end, a field testing
program was established to survey if this behavior was observed in full scale drilled shaft
construction.  The main objective of this testing was to quantify head differential
behavior with variables such as CSD (minimum clear spacing divided by maximum
diameter of concrete coarse aggregate), rising concrete velocity, concrete properties. 
Multiple field visits across several sites were conducted to ascertain the amount of
wet concrete head differential in various types of drilled shaft construction.  In order to
obtain an assortment of data, researchers deliberately chose sites with a large variety of
shaft diameters and CSD ratios.  These site visits allowed researchers to obtain data for
the primary objective, but also to survey commercial construction of drilled shafts not
only for highway construction, but also private construction.  For each site, researchers
collected as much information as possible about its unique characteristics so that all
possible correlations could be explored.  
4.1  Procedure 
At each of the seventeen site visits, data pertaining to shaft design, concrete mix
design, and construction procedure were recorded.   Rebar cage spacing, cage length,
shaft depth, casing diameter and concrete data were collected regularly.  Acute
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observation of the construction process was critical to this research as well, and any
unusual or exceptional practices were noted (e.g. construction “shortcuts”).  
Most of the sites visited used a pump truck to place the concrete.  This allowed
for more consistent data collection since the pump trucks require similar times to pump a
full concrete truck.  Due to this construction procedure, data was collected on a “by
truck” basis, with each concrete truck’s measurements taken individually and counted as
its own data set.  However, when buckets were used, differential readings were taken
between each bucketful.  
To accurately determine head differential, researchers used a weighted tape
system (Figure 4-1), similar to what drilled shaft inspectors use to measure rising
concrete between buckets or trucks.  Common weight used for this procedure are broken
drill auger teeth.  However, due to the dynamics of rising concrete, researchers found that
these weights were easily caught in the reinforcement cage and as a result several tapes
were lost.  Researchers replaced the auger tooth weight with a plumb bob mounted upside
down (Figure 4-2).  This allowed the weight to slip past the reinforcement cage instead of
catching it.  Since this system was implemented, no additional tapes were lost and
consistent data collection was possible. 
Typically, two tapes were dropped before the first concrete was poured, one
inside the reinforcement cage and one outside to take initial heights.  During pumping,
head differential readings (Figure 4-3) were taken every 30 seconds until the entire truck
had been pumped into the shaft, then the final height was measured.  In between the 30
second measurements, the weighted tapes were kept slightly above the level of rising
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concrete during the pour.  This process was repeated until the entire shaft had been
poured.  To ensure precise measurement, the top of the temporary casing was used as a
benchmark for both tapes.        
 All sites visited used temporary casing to aid in hole stability instead of bentonite
slurry.  Fortunately, the GWT was extremely high for all shafts measured, which closely
simulates a wet construction (natural slurry) process type construction with regards to
concrete pouring.
4.2  Field Sites          
Researchers visited several sites to collect data in addition to that collected from
Test Shaft 4 at the NGES (Auburn) site.  With the assistance of a major drilling company,
researchers were able to collect a majority of the data unhindered.  Each site’s
construction will be described in detail in the following sections.  Figure 4-4 details the
locations of all construction sites visited.  
4.2.1  Port of Tampa (Essex Cement)  
Construction of cement silos at Berth 219 in the Port of Tampa for Essex Cement
Company demanded a foundation consisting of 177 drilled shafts, 3 foot in diameter. 
The shafts were drilled to a depth of approximately 78 feet and utilized full length
temporary casing with a sidewall thickness of ½ inch.  The reinforcing cages were 52 feet
in length designed to terminate at the top of the rock socket.  Stirrup spacing and mix
specifications yielded at CSD ratio of approximately 27 (minimum clear spacing was 6
inches and diameter of coarse aggregate was 1 inch).  Various stages of construction are
displayed in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6.   
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The concrete was poured via a pump truck and the tremie remained fully inserted
in the shaft during the entire pour.  Each shaft had a volumetric requirement equivalent to
two concrete trucks (approximately 15 cubic yards), slump was approximately 9.5 inches
on all shafts measured.  Due to the high water table, visible in Figure 4-7, wet
construction process methods were implemented.    
Several issues plagued researchers on the first site.  Lack of an efficient data
recording system and several broken tapes (due to use of auger teeth counterweights
becoming lodged in cage) hindered collection of all the information available on this site. 
However, it was useful from the standpoint of refining the data collection process and
observing the commercial construction methods.
Collection of 4 data sets was completed for this site.  Figure 4-8 presents a graph
of the CSD ratio versus measured head differential.  It is interesting to note that head
differentials varied regardless of a constant CSD ratio.  This suggested that another
variable, upward velocity, could be key in measuring wet concrete behavior.  Figure 4-9
presents a graph of upward velocity versus measured head differential, although it is
difficult to derive any trend from such a small amount of data.        
4.2.2  Crosstown Expressway Reversible Lanes Bridge
Construction on the Crosstown Expressway Reversible Lanes Bridge project
began in 2003 (Figure 4-10 through 4-13).  The bridge is designed to facilitate three lanes
of traffic westward (from I-75) into Tampa during morning hours then reverse flow
eastward during the afternoon.  The bridge utilizes a mono-pier foundation system,
meaning that each column rests atop a single large diameter drilled shaft.  The nature of
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the construction of this bridge, which was being built above the existing elevated
Crosstown Expressway required a large amount of reinforcement with tightly-spaced
cages to resist overturning moments.  Shaft diameters varied from 4 to 8 feet and had
depths of up to 80 feet.  CSD ratios for all shafts were 6 (minimum clear spacing was 6
inches and coarse aggregate diameter was 1 inch) and slumps ranged from 7 inches to 9
inches.    
Three shafts were investigated at two points along the route that offered a
significant variation in the construction atmosphere.  The first two shafts (piers 167 and
156) were 6 and 8 feet in diameter, respectively, and located within close proximity to an
already existing roadway (Site 1, Figure 4-4).  The third shaft (pier 18) was 8 feet in
diameter and positioned over the Palm River (Site 2).  Construction methods were similar
to those used at the Port of Tampa in that a full length temporary casing was vibrated to
the rock layer, the reinforcing cages were designed to terminate at the rock socket, and
concrete was pumped from concrete trucks through a tremie. The larger diameter shafts
required upwards of 15 concrete trucks (approximately 120 cubic yards) and 5 hours to
complete, affording several data sets per shaft.
Figure 4-14 depicts CSD ratio versus head differential again clearly
demonstrating no direct correlation between these two variables.  Plotting the recorded
head differential against the upward concrete velocity, however, reveals clear relation for
these shafts of similar CSD ratios (Figure 4-15).  This evidence suggests that perhaps a
family of curves exist for different ranges of CSD ratios.  It is evident that another
variable may affect the range of head differential fluctuation within a particular shaft. 
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Also observed is the increase in differential range in shaft 167 which was twice as large
as the range for shafts 18 and 156.     
 While waiting between arrival of concrete trucks, differential measurements were
taken in the stagnant boreholes.  In time periods of up to one hour, it was observed that
the wet concrete differential did not decrease appreciably.  
4.2.3  Alagon Condominiums
The Alagon is a 21-story condominium overlooking Hillsborough Bay (Figure 4-
16 through 4-18).  The foundation of this luxurious high-rise consists of 140 drilled
shafts ranging from 2 to 5 feet in diameter with CSD ratios of 10 (10 inch minimum clear
spacing and 1" diameter coarse aggregate) with slumps ranging from 8.5 to 9 inches. 
Shaft lengths varied, dependent on the elevations to rock (26 to 40 feet).  The shafts were
constructed in a similar fashion to those of the Port of Tampa and the Crosstown
Expressway, with the exception that concrete was placed with a hopper instead of a pump
truck (Figure 4-17).  This deviation afforded an opportunity to examine very high upward
velocities due to the relatively small shaft diameters and large capacity of the hopper.       
Differential heights were measured at the end of each bucket due to safety
concerns, thereby altering the measuring procedure used with the pump trucks.  Most
shafts required more than the theoretical two bucketfuls (approximately 2.5 cubic yards
per bucket).  Since the cased construction method was used, voids within the tip of the
rock socket must have opened and allowed an amount of concrete to escape from the
borehole into the geological formation below.  Differential readings taken during these
pours revealed that the surface of the rising concrete actually fell between buckets in
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some instances.  Figure 4-19 shows the shafts measured at Alagon that were not
apparently affected by concrete loss.  Conclusions based on this data cannot be made
with any validity due to the inability of measuring head differential during the actual
bucket pour.  Hence, the data obtained was discounted for the purposes of differential
data.     
4.3  Head Differential Summary
Figure 4-20 summarizes the head differential data from the Port of Tampa,
Crosstown, and the NGES site (differential data was obtained via video for shaft TS-4) as
a function of the CSD.  Clearly, the CSD is not the only parameter affecting the buildup
of concrete head inside the reinforcing cage.  Figure 4-21 shows the same data as a
function of velocity for each group of common CSDs observed.  A second order trends
appear to exist for different CSD values, verifying the concept that head pressure is
directly proportional to the square of the velocity head.  Given a constant upward
velocity, a drastic difference in head differential occurs as the CSD increases from 6 to 8;
once the CSD increases beyond 8, the head differential is much less significant for high
velocities.  It should be noted that the head differential in the Crosstown drilled shafts did
not appreciably decrease during wait time between concrete trucks, despite high slump
concrete.      
Since there are few alternate configurations for a given reinforcement cage design
and concrete flow rate is highly uncontrollable, it is more rational to adjust the coarse
aggregate size so as to minimize concrete build-up inside the cage.  This minimization is
preferable given the ease with which a thick layer of sediment can be deposited at sand
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contents approaching 4%.  Therefore, using the results shown in Figure 4-21, any set of
head differential data at a constant velocity will show the CSD limit below which should
be avoided.  Figure 4-22 shows that a minimum CSD of 8 is recommended.  The FDOT
has already taken steps to recommend a minimum CSD of 10 as a result of this project’s
findings.  
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Figure 4-1  Weighted Tape for Differential
Measurement
Figure 4-2  Plumb-bob Counterweight
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Figure 4-3  Researchers Taking Head
Differential Measurements
Figure 4-4  Map of Head Differential Measurement Sites
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Figure 4-5  Drilled Shaft Construction at the Port of Tampa
Figure 4-6  Cage Installation at Port of Tampa (Large Clear
Spacing)
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Figure 4-7  View of Shaft before Pour at Port of Tampa
(GWT at 6 Feet Below Grade)
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Figure 4-8  CSD Ratio Versus Head Differential for Port of Tampa 
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Figure 4-9  Upward Velocity Versus Head Differential for Port of Tampa
Figure 4-10  Drilled Shaft Construction at the Crosstown Expressway
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Figure 4-11  Cage Installation at the Crosstown
Expressway (Small Clear Spacing)
Figure 4-12  Head Differential
Measurements at Crosstown Expressway
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Figure 4-13  Visible Concrete Inside the
Reinforcement Cage During End of Pour at
Crosstown Expressway (Mono-pier Cage
Construction)
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Figure 4-14  CSD Ratio Versus Head Differential for Crosstown Expressway
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Figure 4-15  Upward Velocity Versus Head Differential for Crosstown
Expressway
Figure 4-16  Drilled Shaft Construction at
Alagon Condominiums
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Figure 4-17  Bucket Pour at Alagon Condominiums
Figure 4-18  Researcher Taking Concrete
Depth Measurements at Alagon
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Figure 4-19  Upward Velocity Versus Head Differential for an Alagon Shaft
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5.0  Conclusions and Recommendations
The original basis for this research stemmed from anomaly formations in drilled
shafts (such as soil inclusions) that had been noted to occur in the vicinity of the
groundwater table (GWT) elevation.  Although not found to be directly correlated to
inclusion potential, the GWT does affect wet method construction by influencing the
borehole stability.  To this end, the project was expanded and examinations of sediment
suspension in bentonite slurry, as well as concrete flow behavior were conducted with
regards to anomaly formation.  This thesis focused on these later parameters.  
Concerning sand settlement, four series of testing were conducted with the
concrete pour simulator.  The variables of these tests were wait time, upward (rising
concrete) velocity, and slurry properties (e.g. density, viscosity, sand content).  The first
series of tests were carried out on slurry with 1% sand content, and demonstrated that
upward velocity induced little effect on sand settlement.  The second series were
conducted on slurry with 2% sand content and demonstrated that low viscosity (32
second Marsh cone) slurry had much higher sand fallout relative to high viscosity (39-42
second Marsh cone). Slurry with 4% sand content was tested in the third series, which
showed wait time had little effect on settlement, as relatively equal fallout was observed
for wait times of up to 12 hours.  The slurry used in the final series had a sand content of
8%, and confirmed the trend of consistent fallout regardless of wait time.  It was also
apparent that, as sand content increased, the amount of fallout relative to the total amount
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of sand also increased.  It was discovered that unagitated slurry in the column (borehole)
will settle most material within the first two hours.  In some instances, this amount was
shown to be as high as 50% of the total amount of sand in the column.
Concerning the field research, over 40 sets of data were taken in full-scaled shafts
at three construction sites.  This testing was conducted to quantify head differential as a
function of CSD ratio, rising concrete velocity, and wet concrete properties.  The full
scale testing showed that the CSD ratio did not directly correlate with head differential. 
Instead, it was found that as upward velocity increased, larger head differentials were
observed.  It was also apparent that shafts with similar CSD ratios showed similar head
differentials with respect to velocity.  The largest head differentials (upwards of 2.5 feet)
were observed for shafts with CSD ratios of approximately 6.  As the CSD ratio
increased, the head differential did so as well.  Head differential measurements taken
during wait times between concrete trucks revealed minimal decrease occurred for
periods of up to one hour.  This suggests that, in conjunction with rapid sand fallout,
inclusions may form when pouring resumes, trapping settled material in the concrete
cover areas.  
Based on the conclusions derived in this thesis, recommendations for changes in
pertinent sections of the FDOT Standard Specifications are as follows:
(I) CSD>8.  Current FHWA recommendations suggest that a CSD ratio as
low as 3 is reasonable.  However, concrete flow observed (Figure 5-1) in
this thesis support an increase in this recommended value.  This applies to
structural, geotechnical, and materials engineers alike.  As the size and
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configuration of rebar in drilled shaft cages cannot always be altered,
smaller maximum aggregate diameter may be appropriate.  Smaller sized
coarse aggregate, such as #7 stone, should be considered for tremie-placed
drilled shaft construction.  This would help to increase the CSD and
thereby lower the potential head differential that could develop.  This
means less concrete back pressure would be needed to adequately
penetrate the cage.  Where practical, this limit should be applied to the
worst case spacing in the cage, such as spliced cage segments.            
(II) Slurry sand content < 1%.  When constructing shafts using slurry-
displacement construction, the sand content at the time of concreting
should be reduced to a more restrictive value of 1% from the present value
of 4%.  The concrete pour simulator used in this thesis showed that large
amounts of sand can be suspended in the slurry but an almost equal
amount can fall out of suspension within the first 2 hours (e.g. a 60 foot
deep excavation at 4% sand content would fallout 38% of total sand, or 11
inches of accumulation).  Further, other Southeastern states have recently
adopted similar requirements.  This can be met by either de-sanding or by
maintaining two separate slurry tanks, one with clean concreting slurry,
and a second with excavating slurry.  The excavating slurry is then
exchanged with the concreting slurry prior to the start of the pour.  Slurry
condition during drilling is less critical with regard to sand content
provided that sufficient slurry head above the GWT is maintained.  Failure
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to maintain a stable borehole results in sloughing and a reduction in soil
strength.  In such cases, the anticipated design capacity is unrelated to
actual capacity.  
Further topics of study include the continued development of a family of curves to
correlate upward velocity in shafts with similar CSD ratios to head differential.  Also, the
potential relationship between radial velocity of concrete in the shaft versus the head
differential should be investigated.  This would further quantify the phenomenon of head
differential and allow designers to create drilled shafts which not only have adequate
strength, but also easily constructable while minimizing the chance of anomaly
formation.      
Figure 5-1  Behavior of Rising Concrete in Tremie Poured Drilled Shaft
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Appendix A:  Tabular Laboratory Data
A.1  Accumulation Testing Data
 
Table A-1  1% Sand Content
Table A-2  Initial 2% Sand Content
Table A-3  Refined 2% Sand Content
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Appendix A: (Continued)
A.2  Sieve Analysis Data
Table A-4  4% Sand Content
Table A-5  8% Sand Content
Table A-7  2% Sand Content, 1 Hour Wait Time
Table A-6  2% Sand Content, No Wait Time
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Table A-8  2% Sand Content, 2 Hour Wait Time
Table A-9  2% Sand Content, 4 Hour Wait Time
Table A-10  2% Sand Content, 12 Hour Wait Time
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Table A-12  4% Sand Content, 1 Hour Wait Time
Table A-11  4% Sand Content, No Wait Time
Table A-13  4% Sand Content, 2 Hour Wait Time
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Table A-15  4% Sand Content, 12 Hour Wait Time
Table A-14  4% Sand Content, 4 Hour Wait Time
Table A-16  8% Sand Content, No Wait Time
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Table A-17  8% Sand Content, 1 Hour Wait Time
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Appendix B:  Collected Field Data
B.1  Port of Tampa (Essex Cement)
Table B-1  Port of Tampa Shaft Data
Table B-2  Measured Head Differentials for the Port of Tampa
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Appendix B: (Continued)
B.2  Crosstown Expressway
Table B-3  Crosstown
Expressway Shaft Data (No. 156)
Table B-4  Crosstown
Expressway Shaft Data (No. 18)
Table B-5  Crosstown
Expressway Shaft Data (No. 167)
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Appendix B: (Continued)
Table B-6  Measured Head Differentials for Crosstown Expressway (Shaft No.
156)
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Appendix B: (Continued)
Table B-7  Measured Head Differentials for Crosstown Expressway (Shaft No.
18)
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Appendix B: (Continued)
Table B-8  Measured Head Differentials for Crosstown
Expressway (Shaft No. 167)
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Appendix B: (Continued)
B.3  Alagon Condominiums
Table B-9  Alagon Shaft Data
Table B-10  Head Differential
Data for Alagon Shaft
